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Abstract
In electronic commerce trust building measures are one way to make a marketplace
more attractive for suppliers and potential customers. Often trust on marketplaces is built
up through external trusted third parties (TTPs). TTPs are organizations that deal with
various trust-related problems and are themselves trusted by the customers. This paper
describes the different trust problems that arose when designing a marketplace for (very
specific) software components in the chemical engineering domain. To overcome these
problems, different types of trust-building features will be included in the marketplace,
each requiring different TTPs.

1 Introduction
Electronic marketplaces are portals to trade goods on the internet. They bring together several
suppliers of goods and potential customers that are interested in these goods. While the first –
and up to now most widely used – marketplaces are business-to-consumer (BtC) oriented,
research focuses more and more on business-to-business (BtB) marketplaces. Differences
between BtC and BtB marketplaces are large enough to require new and distinct approaches
[12], especially as BtB solutions are often used for very domain-specific marketplaces.
One of the biggest problems for marketplaces is the acceptance by their customers who
need to place some trust in the marketplace. In conventional commerce trust was mainly built
up through personal contacts with the business partners. In electronic commerce, different
trust building measures have been discussed [e.g.3,4,5,9]. Trust is not only (but partly) a
question of (Internet) security but also addresses questions such as “Do I for sure get the
product I paid for?” or “Is there no data about me on that marketplace that can be misused?”.
Often trust on marketplaces is built up through external trusted third parties (TTPs) thereby
providing an add-on value for potential customers or providers acting in the marketplace.
TTPs are organizations that guarantee certain trust-related questions and themselves are
trusted by the customers and providers.
This paper describes the different trust problems that arouse when designing a marketplace
for (very specific) software components in the chemical engineering domain. To overcome
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these problems different types of trust-building features will be included in the marketplace,
each requiring different TTPs.

2 Software Components
Software component are executable, stand-alone pieces of software with a clearly defined
interface and behaviour. They can be used as part of a new software under development or to
extend the functionality of existing software. There are several component frameworks setting
standards for all aspects of component based systems ranging from low-level network
protocols to lifecycle issues or load balancing [10,11,13].
2.1 Trading Software Components
Because software components are stand-alone pieces of software with a well defined
functionality they are a suitable good for electronic trade. Additionally, delivery of these
products is rather easy because they can be downloaded via the web or remotely accessed
trough a link. However there are several specific problems and needs when trading software
components [8] some of which we will present now:
2.1.1 Licensing
As software components are very flexible in the way they may be used an electronic
marketplace should support licensing models that reach beyond simple buying of software.
Usage and/or time based models should be supported as well for expensive components that
are not used very often. Taking into account new business models such as application service
providing (ASP) where the component resides on a provider’s computer, even more complex
models are needed [14].
These licenses cannnot be implemented through license keys that are given to the user, as
the real usage of the component is payed. The usage data on which payment is based has to be
collected and processed. When dealing with small software providers this should be offered as
a service of the marketplace.
2.1.2 Product Quality
When using and trading software components there are two major quality issues that have to
be taken into account: stability and interoperability. The stability problem is the same as for
normal software products like an office suite. The vendor has to make sure that the software
does not crash and fulfils the functionality that it should. When using software components
interoperability is also very important which means that such a piece of software must be easy
to deploy and will co-operate with other components that are present in the customers
environment.
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2.1.3 Consulting
It is rather unlikely that a complex software component will be sold off the shelf from a
component marketplace and be deployed in the buyers system without any customisation. In
some cases this will be a very difficult task requiring special skills which require training
sessions. This and other kinds of consulting can be offered on a marketplace as well as the
component. Appropriate negotiation features for this have to be offered by the marketplace.
Another important service with negotiable prices is the implementation of special tailored
components not available in that form on the marketplace. Here a customer for software
components is looking for a provider that is able to develop a new component or to tailor an
existing component to fit the specific needs.
2.2 Cape Open: A Standard for Software Components
Because software components are well suited for web trade several concepts and technical
architectures for web-based component marketplaces have been developed, e.g. [1,7].
However, all of these marketplaces follow a horizontal approach, i.e. the type of components
that can be sold is not limited to specific domains. This raises the problem that most add-on
and trust services have to remain on the horizontal level as well. As a consequence these
services will be either very difficult to realize or be so simple and generic that they will not
bring much add-on value to the customer.
Therefore, we will take a closer look at a horizontal marketplace in the chemical
engineering domain. The narrow scope of this marketplace allows the design and
implementation of specific services. Nevertheless, the problems arising in that context apply to
other domains in a similar way. We will now start with brief introduction to the Global CAPEOPEN project.
In the Global CAPE-OPEN project of the G7 Intelligent Manufacturing Systems (IMS)
program, the worldwide chemical industries have defined an open standard for chemical
engineering simulation software [2]. This opens up a market for simulation components of
chemical plants provided by a number of large companies and many small specialised
providers. For trading chemical engineering components this allows the creation of a vertical
marketplace that is specialised for the domain and therefore allows to realise a multitude of
add-on and trust services.
Additionally, the CAPE-OPEN consortium has set up an non-profit organization for
maintaining and managing the standard called the CO-LaN [6]. The CO-LaN is independent
from the companies involved CAPE-OPEN and can therefore be an instance for handling trust
related issues in the marketplace.
2.2.1 The Cape Open Marketplace
The CAPE-OPEN marketplace which will be supported but not operated by the CO-LaN will
implement a set of services addressing the problems in trading software components
mentioned above. Additionally, it will offer several other component services which we will
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not discuss here. All services have been designed on basis of user interviews and/or
discussions within the CAPE-OPEN consortium so that the services implement real world
requirements and take into account trust related problems that have been identified by the
CAPE-OPEN and CO-LaN members. We will now present some of the services and the
relevance of trust for them.

3 Trust-Problems within the Cape Open Marketplace
We will now describe three different areas where trust has been identified to be a crucial factor
for the operation of the CAPE-OPEN marketplace. Similar to the requirements these trust
problems have been identified by doing interviews and discussion among the CAPE-OPEN
partners. What we will not discuss here are general security and trust aspects such as hardware
reliability and availability and security related problems. These things can be treated by off the
shelf solutions that are well known.
3.1 License Data Management
The existence of the CAPE-OPEN standard in combination with the Internet allows for
creating more flexible license models. Especially useful are dynamic license models that
enable the use of specific components on a per-use or per-time basis [8]. These models require
a (direct or indirect) Internet connection from the engineer’s workstation to a centralised
license and billing server. All interviewed persons thought a local proxy billing server
combined with https-tunnelling to resolve firewall problems are possible within their intranet.
Most concerns here were about the company’s data used in the calculations performed by the
components. This data contains descriptions of chemical plants or novel chemical processes
under development which therefore is considered highly confidential. Other vital information
that must not be accessed by the marketplace owners are data about the user and data about the
usage of certain components.
These issues are addressed by a standardized yet flexible way of handling licence and
billing data in the CAPE-OPEN marketplace. Again these procedures have been designed on
basis of user interviews to assure general agreement and trust to these procedures. As a
consequence of the trade-off between the need of detailed information on the one hand and the
protection of sensible data a two level licensing architecture with standardized licensing and
billing protocols has been developed.
There are licence servers on the components users and on the providers networks. The
licensing and billing data first passes through the local server (billing proxy) in the users
network and is then transferred to the providers server. The users can define rules and filters to
anonymize that data to an extend he needs. On the other hand all information that is really
needed by the provider to make the billing will get through the billing proxy to the providers
server. Otherwise, the billing proxy would not be give the necessary license information to the
proxy which is needed for employing a component in the users network. With this mechanism
the user can be sure that only the information that he wants to reach the supplier is transferred
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there. On the other hand the supplier will receive all information he needs for billing will reach
him so that he is paid for his services.
Another option which was not implemented in our system would be the installation of a
TTP dedicated to handle the detailed usage and licence data. In this approach all data
generated would be stored in the TTP’s computers. The component user would always be able
to access his data completely and only the data needed for billing would be passed by the TTP
to the component owner. Only in case of a conflict between component user and provider this
data would be revealed by the TTP. But due to the lack of a acceptable TTP in our scenario
this option was not chosen. Theoretically the CO-LaN could act as such TTP but this could not
be agreed upon by the various parties involved in Global CAPE-OPEN.
3.2 Guarantee of Product Quality
As the interfaces and behaviour of CAPE-OPEN standard compliant software components are
very exactly specified CAPE-OPEN compliant components will interoperate in a plug-andplay manner. To ensure this plug-and-play interoperability standardised software compliance
tests have been developed to define a certain level of product quality in terms of
interoperability. On the CAPE-OPEN marketplace only those components will be sold that
have successfully passed these tests. Therefore, a buyer can “trust” the marketplace to offer
high quality software. This is not really a trust-issue itself as the quality is guaranteed: the
customer knows that the product is compliant to the standard.
But the software quality involves another level of trust namely the trust in the label “CAPEOPEN compliant” itself. The users must be sure that this label is granted only if a piece of
software is really standard compliant (meaning that the label it cannot be bought) and the tests
are really testing real world scenarios which have been agreed upon by the CAPE-OPEN and
CO-LaN members. To handle these trust problems a combination of transparency and
independent testing is used. These compliance tests are not performed by a marketplace owner
because she cannot be considered independent. Therefore the CO-LaN as completely
independent organization with lots of domain knowledge is responsible for defining and
carrying out these compliance tests. It finally grants the label “CAPE-OPEN compliant” based
on test suites which are available as open source. As the CO-LaN organization is independent
and accepted by all current CAPE-OPEN members (which are also the first users of the
standard) the trust in software quality and the trust in the quality assurance process itself is
solved for the CAPE-OPEN context.
In the future the CO-LaN will not only function as a TTP for compliance checks but it will
also grant other independent companies the right to act as a compliance TTP. This means that
the CO-LaN will allow other companies to label a piece of software as CAPE-OPEN
compliant. As a prerequisite this company will have to pass a CAPE-OPEN certification
performed by the CO-LaN as some sort of master TTP.
3.3 Trust within Negotiations for Special Services
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The software components traded on a CAPE-OPEN market place are in general no of-the-shelf
products. Standard components that represent common units of a chemical plant are included
with every simulation environment that is available. The special form of trading single
components with highly specialised license models only applied to complex and specific
components that are not used every day. The complexity here now results in two possible
problems: First, for seldom used complex components, knowledge of how to deploy and use
the component is missing in engineering companies. This knowledge is vital for the use of a
component as discussed in section 2.1.3. Second, a suitable component that represents the
chemical unit in question is often not available and has to be developed by domain experts.
For both problems external companies can offer solutions. They can offer consulting for the
use of specialised components and they can develop or adapt components for the specific
needs. An electronic marketplace for CAPE software components should offer the possibility
to “buy” these services online. To define the precise service that is needed, negotiations
between the engineering company (customer) and the software vendor (vendor) are needed in
addition to facilities that allow the two parties to find each other. When dealing with software
delivery and licensing of the product have to be a part of the market place. Trust related issues
for the license handling are the same as with trading existing software components 3.1.
When dealing with these special services, we have noticed two trust problems. The
customer has to trust the marketplace and the business partner – in different ways. Trust in the
business partner means that the consulting is done in the way it was specified and that the
software component is developed in the correct way and in the correct time. In general, all
these information should be contained in the contract. But with the complex products in this
scenario, the contract itself will not contain every small detail that was discussed during the
negotiation. Such a detail for example could be a specific existing software component that
has to cooperate with the new software in a specific parameter range. While for legal claims
the contract alone is relevant, these information can be used to resolve problems that come up
during the fulfilment phase. For example the software vendor might have problems solving
certain specifications for the component. Reviewing the negotiation might reveal why this
specification was made and can show is a change is possible. A solution for this problem is
presented in [12]. A tracing and monitoring functionality is introduced that stores traces of
negotiations and monitors these traces to find events that indicate possible problems (for
example late delivery). This functionality allows a company to trust in the business partner’s
ability to create exactly the software or deliver the service that is needed.
In the chemical engineering domain the data used in simulations are normally top secret
and companies do not want that another party has access to these data in any way. When using
an electronic market place to buy simulation components, especially when a tracing
functionality as described above is involved, this becomes a problem. Normally only very few
complex chemical units are used in one plant. Knowing these units is often enough to guess
what the company is working on. The complex software components that are traded on a
market place represent exactly these critical units as standard units are covered by standard
software components. To avoid an accumulation of critical data on a market place the trace
data should not be stored on the market place system itself but at a trusted third party that is
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trusted to handle these data in a suitable way. This TTP can allow access to the data for the
participant parties but can restrict the ability to analyse these data as a whole. As it is hard to
find one TTP that is trusted by every company, the concept can be extended to involve several
TTPs. Here the trace data is not stored at one TTP but distributed between several parties.
Here a coordinator, another TTP, is responsible for data access. A technical solution for this
concept is under development.

4 Conclusions
Within the single marketplace for CAPE-OPEN software components we have observed
several trust-related problems that have to be addressed. Each problem can be solved through
one or more approaches, often through the use of external trust services offered by TTPs.
There is no single organisation within the CAPE-OPEN context that can serve as the only TTP
but several different organisations are needed to services such as certification or monitoring.
Some of the solutions, here the certification services, are highly dependant on the application
domain. The domain standard CAPE-OPEN proved very useful to realise some solutions that
are not possible in a horizontal marketplace.
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